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Abstract: 

 Ball valve is a shut off valve, which is used for open/close application. Ball Valves, as the name implies, have a ball with a hole 

drilled through the centre swivel mounted within the Valve body. When the hole in the ball is orientated in the same directio n  as 

the pipe, this will result in full flow rate. As the hole in the ball is oriented away from the direction of the pipe, the flow rate will 

be restricted and finally cut off completely when the hole is oriented at 90 degrees to the pipe direction. When the ball is not 

oriented properly the flow stops. This makes designers to use CFD analysis to find values of various flow parameters and simulate 

flow in ball valve which helps to improvise flow characteristics of the valve. Generalised procedure to perform CFD analysis of a 

ball valve is discussed in this paper. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The weight or air relief valve is used as a safety device which 

is designed to open when the pressure of the system becomes 

too high and it might cause damage to the equipment or 

endanger staff if not dimin ished. The commonly used air or 

pressure relief valve is spring operated valve. Under spring 

pressure, a valve feather is mounted in the Valve body and 

then presented to system pressure. At the point when system 

or framework pressure defeats the spring pressure, the valve 

plume or feather will shift in the seat making a way out to 

climate leaving the system gas or fluid to disappear. The 

pressure or air relief valve reduces the maximum pressure 

which is created in a hydraulic circuit by giving a different or 

alternate path for liquid flow when the pressure almost crosses 

a preset level. The relief is required to all fixed-volume pump 

circuits in order to protect the system from maximum 

pressure. Altered volume pumps must move liqu id when they 

turn. At the point when a pump empties through an open-focus 

circuit or actuators are in movement, liquid or flu id motion is 

not an issue. A relief valve is must essential when the 

actuators slow down with the directional valve still in moved 

position. 

 
                       Fig1: A ir release valve of ball type 

 

Characteristic of a relief valve: 

The pump flow will come to the tank through the relief valve 

if the hydraulic frame work or system does not allow any 

flu id. In  certain cases, in a hydraulic frame work or system the 

overloads which is accumulated on the actuators. In this 

condition the pressure relief valve gives protection to the 

actuators against any overload. Suppose in case a pressure-

compensated vane pump will use then a relief valve is not 

necessary. The main function or capacity of a weight or 

pressure relief valve is to min imize the torque or force which 

is developed by hydraulic motors or cylinders. 

 A. Hongjun Zhu et al. [2] presents CFD analysis of a needle 

valve to predict the flow erosion rate and flow-induced 

deformation of needle valve. Simulations are conducted in 

ANSYS workbench 14.0, in which FLUENT is used for 

calculating flow parameters. Meshing with different 

refinements at different locations according to geometry and 

required accuracy are employed. CFD analysis is done to 

observe effect of valve opening and inlet valve channel size.  

B. A. Beune et al. [3] has used CFD analysis to analyse the 

opening characteristic of high-pressure safety valves. Several 

predefined meshes are employed to cover mesh deformation 

without deteriorating the quality, for complex geometries of 

high-pressure safety valve. 

 

II. CFD ANALYS IS 

ANSYS Fluent is an extensively used tool for CFX analysis 

all over the world. All the simulations and analysis shown in 

this paper are also performed in ANSYS Fluent software 

package. Likewise most other CFX tools, ANSYS Fluent also 

divides its full analysis in to three elements. Pre Processor, 

Solver and Post-Processor.  A. Pre Processor  

First we need to define geometry and topology of working 

flu id and surrounding solid parts. For that a 3D model is 

required to generate. ANSYS Design Modeler provides 

modelling abilit ies, however for complex parts commonly 

used modelling software like uni graphics  are recommended.  

 
      Fig2: 3D model of air release valve (ball valve) 
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A 3D model of ball valve generated in uni graphics is shown 

in figure 2. As we can see different components are assembled 

using uni graphics software. The model is assembled along 

with base casing and converted to STEP format to make it 

compatible with ANSYS graphics. 

STEP model is imported into ANSYS Workbench’s FLUENT 

module. Internal hollow portion of the valve is converted to 

flu id state from solid to produce geometry of fluid flow. For 

that purpose tool named ‘Fill’ is used in ANSYS Design 

Modeler as shown in figure 3. 

Now surfaces from which flow would come in and go out, 

need to be specified. Surface of orifice from one side is 

selected and named ‘inlet’ and surface from oppposite side is 

named ‘outlet’ by same way. Tool named ‘named selections’ 

in ANSYS DesignModeler is used for that purpose. 

 

 
Fig3: Geometry of fluid flow 

 

Next step is meshing. ANSYS uses ANSYS ICEM CFX for 

meshing which can be opened directly from workbench using 

‘Mesh’ tab. ‘Generate Mesh’ tab in meshing software is used 

to generate mesh. Different mesh controlling parameters can 

be inserted to generate mesh with desired criteria. However, in 

current case no control parameters are used, that means 

automatic mesh is generated by default. Meshed component is 

shown in figure 4. 

 

 
                Fig 4: Geometry meshing of ball valve  

 

 Mesh Type – Tetrahedron 

 

 Mesh method – patch conforming type 

 

Boundary Conditions: 

 

Now, next step is to set boundary conditions and values of 

other flow parameters. Conditions are assigned as shown in 

fig 5. 

 

 
            Fig 5: Boundary conditions applied 

 

A pressure of 20 Mpa is applied at the inlet and which is 

shown in the above fig. 

Solution control parameters are to be assigned next. Simple 

solution method is chosen for current case. In solution 

monitors, convergence criteria can be assigned. 

 

 
                   Fig 6: Graph of pressure v/s Iterations 

 

B. Solver  

After assigning all required data, solving process starts. First 

solution is to be initialized for calculating init ial data. No. of 

iterations to be solved are allocated and setup is started. 

 

C. Post-processing  

Results of solutions can be seen from post-processing module 

of ANSYS Fluent. 

 

Pressure Distribution on the System: 
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Pressure Representation in terms of Volume: 

 
  

Stream line Representation for Air Relief: 

 

 
 

Velocity vector of Air representing Direction of Flow: 

 
                      Fig 7: post processing 

 

 

III. Conclusion: 

As discussed in this paper, CFD analysis is found to be an 

excellent tool for designing a ball type valve for improved 

flow characteristics. ANSYS Fluent can be used for CFD 

analysis to find out values of various flow parameters at 

different locations of valve. Condition of flow in the valve can 

be understood easily with the help of graphical results 

generated in the software. 
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